
Hiya dearest video maker!

Good to see you’re interested to take part in our competition! As you have understood we want to 
celebrate our 5-year existence with a smashing party, to which we want to add screening new video 
material. You can help us with this and receive some benefits for it yourself! Mostly, it’s going to be fun!

About Leeszaal Rotterdam West (transl.: Rotterdam West Reading Room)
Leeszaal Rotterdam West is an alternative library and socio-cultural meeting/learning hub for citizens 
of all backgrounds! The reading room is the place where to share your own books with others and take
books home with you; it doesn’t cost you a thing, but it will give you more than new reading material: 
social contacts and chances for all sorts of cooperation and development.
The current book collection consists of 20.000 books. The reading room also facilitates free (Dutch) 
language classes and organizes several monthly and yearly literary and musical programs. It is also a 
good location for the organization of poetry and spoken word events, book presentations, debates and
movie nights take place on a regular basis.

There are four themes that really ‘make’ Leeszaal Rotterdam West: reading, learning, connecting and 
sharing.

The competition
Part of the celebrations honoring our 5-year existence is the video that you want to make for us! In 
January the reading room will organize the event “PuntKomma Muziek”, a literary and musical event, 
during which all the competing videos will be screened. An ensemble of musicians will add audio to the
video on the spot, to make matters (even!) more interesting and festive ^_^

The top five videos will be screened in the hall of Theater Rotterdam (Schouwburgplein) as well as 
projected onto the streets of the city in anticipation of the amazing International Film Festival 
Rotterdam. We cooperate with various locations and video-promoters besides the Theatre and the 
Film Festival, to make sure we can get the most of the promotion and exposure of your video.

On our Facebook-page we keep you up to date with the most recent developments about this project!

The Video – Instructions & Criteria:
 The topic of the video is that 5-year existence of Leeszaal Rotterdam West.

 Make sure that your video is compelling.

 So, be as creative with your visuals as you can be and pay attention to the way in which you deliver
the message:
 Employ (one of more of) the theme(s): Reading, Learning, Connecting, Sharing.

 Check out the location of the reading room and find something that you can add to the 
imagery of your video.

 Do not add audio to your video!

 Length of video max 1 minute.

 Deadline to deliver your work is November 30th.

 Send your video via WeTransfer to leeszaal5jaar@xs4all.nl.

Technical details
 Quality of the video: HD 1920 x 1080.

 Use .mp4.

 NO AUDIO.

 Place the logo of Leeszaal Rotterdam West in the credits to your video:

 Download the logo (JPEG) here.

 Attention! Make sure to release your video under the Creative Commons License, the BY-ND 
variant:
 More information here.

 How you can brand your video with the CC License is explained here.

https://wiki.creativecommons.org/wiki/Marking_your_work_with_a_CC_license#Example:_Video
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/deed.en
http://www.leeszaalrotterdamwest.nl/logo_leeszaal_01/
mailto:leeszaal5jaar@xs4all.nl
https://www.facebook.com/leeszaalrotterdamwest/

